
2 bedroom Apartment for sale in Casares, Málaga

Final units! With the outstanding sell out success of Alcazaba Lagoon Phases I, II and III, Alcazaba Lagoon reinvents
itself with Phase IV to offer a super-competitive development. A new phase that takes the best of phase 3 and takes it
to a new level by providing the opportunity for 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments. All this combined with fantastic
communal areas with co-working area, gym and all the facilities available at the Costa del Sol's most famous ”Crystal
Lagoon”. Undoubtedly, an unbeatable opportunity for those looking to invest and who dream of enjoying a second
home in one of the finest locations in the South of Spain.

A Luxury Resort style new development with 59 Contemporary style 1 bed (already sold out!) 2 & 3 bedroom
Apartments & Penthouses. This new development has a south, south west orientation to maximise the holiday sun
year round, meaning units in this new phase will sell out even faster than before!

Almost all Apartments with open sea or Lagoon views
Unique open space design distribution with big uncovered terraces
Probably one of the best investment for short term rentals on the coast - Rental Office On-Site
A paradise for numerous water sports, such as paddle surfing, canoeing, sailing, kite surfing and windsurfing etc., in an
absolute safe environment

The first Crystal Lagoons to be built in Europe, built over 1.4 Hectacres for the exclusive use of the Alcazaba Lagoon
residential development: a housing complex in contemporary Mediterranean style in Casares, a privileged zone on the
Costa del Sol. Alcazaba Lagoon is the residential development of your dreams, stretching through over 40,000 m2 with
exotic gardens. Imagine a paradisical setting in a Mediterranean residential development. Imagine a turquoise lagoon
Luxury residential development of your dreams, stretching through spacious areas with exotic gardens. The
apartments sit in small residential groups, nestling among large green zones of palm trees, tropical plants and pools,
which create a green Mediterranean ecosystem.A walkway skirts the edge of the lagoon, so you can enjoy the natural
setting and views while you walk, run or enjoy other sports. The artificial baches are of perfect sand, and have sun
deck areas and zones for beach sports, communal service facilities, changing rooms and showers. All the apartments
have separate individual storage rooms and underground garage; they have air conditioning and central eating, hot
water by solar panels and satellite television. Quality finishes to the design of the interiors and fully fited kitchens with
first class appliances. 

More environmentally friendly than a swimming pool. A lagoon covering 1.4 hectares which never loses its qualities,
encircled by fine sand eaches and with watercraft. Alcazaba Lagoon offers almost all the unpowered water sports in a
safe setting for your enjoyment: go out on a kayak, cut through the waters on a paddle surfboard, learn how to sail, or
enjoy sports like windsurfingand kitesurfing With three enclosed swimming pool areas to make bathing a safe activity.
Alcazaba Lagoon uses ultrasound system technology as part of its sustainable water treatment: up to a hundred times

  2 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   Swimming Pool

555,000€

 Property marketed by Property Directors Costa del Sol, S.L.
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